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Agenda
• Electronic confirmations and ISA conformity: Sending out
confirmations by e-mail in comparison to sending via regular mail what are the requirements and what experiences have been made?

• Data analytics: Data analytics become more and more important
in audits from year to year. We will give examples and discuss audit
procedures to cover management override of controls and other
audit procedures to gain evidence through data analytics.
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Electronic confirmations
• ISA 505 External confirmations
• External confirmation: Audit evidence obtained as a direct written
response to the auditor from a third party (the confirming party), in
paper form, or by electronic or other medium.
• Requirements and procedures of ISA 505 are effective, no special
requirements for confirmations by electronic medium.

• Austria: ISA directly applicable
• Germany: IDW PS 302 n.F. follows ISA 505
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Electronic confirmations
ISA 500 (Audit Evidence) indicates:
• Audit Evidence is more reliable when it is obtained from
independent source outside the entity.
• Audit evidence obtained directly by the auditor is more reliable
than audit evidence obtained indirectly or by inference.
• Audit evidence is more reliable if exists in documentary form,
whether paper, electronic or other medium.
Therefore audit evidence in the form of external confirmations
received directly by the auditor from conforming parties may be more
reliable than evidence generated internally by the entity.
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Electronic confirmations
Results of External Confirmation Procedures
All responses carry some risk of interception, alteration or fraud,
regardless if a response is obtained in paper form, or by electronic or
other medium.
Responses received electronically involve risks as to reliability
because
• proof of origin may be difficult to establish, and
• alterations may be difficult to detect.
Therefore it is important for the auditor to maintain control over
external confirmation requests.
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Electronic confirmations
External confirmations procedures
• Determining the information to be confirmed or requested.
– Information regarding account balances (e.g. accounts
receivables or payables)
– Terms of agreement, contracts or transactions
– Absence of certain conditions (e.g. “side agreement”)
• Selecting the appropriate confirming party.
– Confirmation request should be sent to a conforming party
(person within an institution) with the most knowledge about
the information to be confirmed.
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Electronic confirmations
External confirmations procedures
• Designing the confirmation requests, including determining that
requests are properly addressed and return information for
responses to be sent directly to the auditor.
– Method of communication (e.g. by electronic medium)
– Positive confirmation request vs negative confirmation request
• Sending the request, including follow-up request, to the
confirming party.
– Re-verify the accuracy of the original address, send an
additional or follow-up request
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Electronic confirmations
When a confirmation is sent by e-mail the auditor has to test the
validity of the e-mail addresses supplied by the entity.
Methods to verify the e-mail address to be used for the
confirmation request are:
• Check with already existing documents (e.g. orders, invoices)
• Own research (e.g. website)
• Plausibility check of e-mail address, if the auditor knows the third
party (e.g. bill.gates@microsoft.com)
• Verify the e-mail address with the client’s directory (if the auditor
can rely on the effectiveness of the data management process)
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Electronic confirmations
How can the auditor maintain control over external confirmation
requests per e-mail?
• In practice the safest and most effective way is sending the request
from the auditor’s e-mail address and ask for direct answers to
the auditor.
• Sending from a client’s e-mail account allows the client only to
monitor the requests, e.g. in case the message is not deliverable.
• Additionally there is a danger that the confirming party answers to
the client directly. In this case the answer can not be qualified as
an external confirmation as defined by ISA 505.
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Electronic confirmations
Can electronic confirmations be used also for bank confirmations
and confirmations by law firms?
• Yes, there are no restrictions to certain confirmations. If banks or
law firms agree to issue electronic confirmations, they can be used
as audit evidence.
Is it necessary to receive a signed and scanned document from the
confirming party?
• No, there are no formal requirements for the answer. The only
criterion to use the answer is its reliability.
Is there a need to receive a written letter in additiona?
• No, an e-mail answer fulfils the definition for an external
confirmation as defined in ISA 505.
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Electronic confirmations
What are specific factors connected to electronic confirmations that
may indicate doubts about the reliability of the response?
• E-mail answers are less formally designed than business letters.
Therefore the origin of the answer is more difficult to identify.
• The wording of e-mails is much more informal than business
letters, e.g. only first name is mentioned.
• Therefore the proof of origin and authority of the respondent may
be difficult to establish.
The auditor can get into direct contact with the confirming party
to receive additional information about his identity.
• Alterations of confirmations through an electronic medium may be
difficult to detect..
If it cannot be ruled out that another person had access to the answer,
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e.g. it was forwarded by another person, the auditor can ask the
confirming party to send the answer directly again.

Electronic confirmations
What are reasons for the use of electronic confirmations?
• Quick distribution and return (e.g. the audit is close to the balance
sheet date)
• Higher response rate
• Useful if the confirming party is located in a foreign country

• Lower Cost
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Data analytics
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Data analytics
Data analytics in ISA (Keyword: “computer-assisted”)
• ISA 240: The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit
of Financial Statements
– par A37: Also, computer-assisted audit techniques may enable more
extensive testing of electronic transactions and account files.”
– Appendix 2 (Examples of Possible Audit Procedures): Performing
computer-assisted techniques, such as data mining to test for anomalies
in a population.
– Appendix 2 (Revenue Recognition): Computer-assisted audit
techniques may be useful in identifying unusual or unexpected
relationships or transactions.
– Appendix 2 (Inventory Quantities): Using computer-assisted audit
techniques to further test the compilation of the physical inventory
counts.

• ISA 300: Planning an Audit of Financial Statements
– Appendix (Considerations in Establishing the Overall Audit Strategy):
The effect of information technology on the audit procedures, including
the availability of data and the expected use of computer-assisted audit 16
techniques.”

Data analytics
Data analytics in ISA (Keyword: “computer-assisted”)
• ISA 315: Identifying and Assessing the Risks
– par A83: When automated procedures are used to maintain the general
ledger and prepare financial statements, such entries [non-standard
journal entries] may exist only in electronic form and may therefore be
more easily identified through the use of computer-assisted audit
techniques.

• ISA 330: The Auditor’s Responses to Assessed Risks
– Par A16: (Extent of an Audit Procedure) The use of computerassisted audit techniques (CAATs) may enable more extensive testing of
electronic transactions and account files.

• ISA 550: Related Parties
– par A36: (Substantive Procedures): Conducting an analysis of
accounting records for transactions with the newly identified related
parties. Such an analysis may be facilitated using computer-assisted
audit techniques.
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Data analytics
IAASB Data Analytics Working Group
Exploring the Growing Use of Technology in the Audit, with a Focus on
Data Analytics, September 2016
The ISAs do not prohibit, nor stimulate, the use of data
analytics.
Data analytics, when used to obtain audit evidence in an audit of
financial statements, is the science and art of discovering and
analyzing patterns, deviations and inconsistencies, and
extracting other useful information in the data underlying.
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Data analytics

Source:19
IAASB
Data Analytics
Working Group

Data analytics
Why do data analytics become more important in audits?
• Rapid technological change: Big data, Cloud Computing, Internet
of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Robots, Blockchain, Machine
Learning
• Companies are rapidly changing their business models in
innovative way
• Expectations regarding the use of technology in the audit of
financial statements are evolving.

• Entities are inquiring the auditor’s data analytics capabilities
• Risk-based audit approach
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Data analytics
What are the benefits of data analytics?
• Enhanced audit quality
– process of identification of anomalies, trends, correlations and
fluctuations
– pointing auditors to items where risks can be present
• Increased audit effectiveness
– evaluate and assess large volumes of information quickly which
can result in a better understanding of the entity and its
systems
• Improved client service
– broader and deeper auditor insight of the entity and its
environment with unique opportunities to provide further
insight into risk and control assessment
– communication with clients is enhanced as identified issues are
raised earlier in the audit process
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– clients can see their everyday data analysed in new ways

Data analytics
Specific Considerations for Small and Medium Practices (SMPs)
• SMPs currently have limited knowledge or experience, but data
analytics has the potential to transform the existing audit
model.
• Auditors who are unaware of the developments will lose
competiveness if they are not considering how data analytics could
enhance audit quality and improve efficiency.
• There may be perceived technology and investment barriers for
SMPs.
• However, there are vendors in the marketplace today offering data
analytics solutions that SMPs can make effective use of, in some
cases as an extension of using software from external providers as
a basis for their audit methodologies.
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Data analytics
Examples for data analytics
• Dates of journal entries
• Journal entries per user
• Break in serial number of accounting records
• Benford Test
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Data analytics
• Journal entries per weekday
day of the week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

amount
10.614.119,33
5.477.100,50
15.851.603,84
11.779.534,61
12.915.191,36
0,00
0,00
56.637.549,64

number
7.734
6.546
5.247
5.160
4.823
0
0
29.510
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Data analytics
• Journal entries per user – period 1-12
user
user1
user2
user3
user4
user5
user6
user7
user8
user9
user10
user11
user12
user13
total

amount
304,08
27.521,18
2.338.990,48
109.580,20
1.070.924,94
5.850,16
19.358,40
3.976.293,04
45.778,50
27.158,54
4.749.650,18
1.623.889,80
40.540.047,12
54.535.346,62

number
5
10
5.012
1.078
7.241
318
104
1.637
525
3.065
5.101
398
4.903
29.397

name
Michael Maier
Gerhard Moser
Martha Fischer
Ursula Veit
Robert Moser
Franz Huber
Günther Hauser
Lena Schmidt
Rita Oberhauser
Rene Wolf
Elisabeth Kern
Fabian Mitterhuber
Konstantin Schönauer
13
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Data analytics
• Journal entries per user– period 13

user
user5
user8
total

amount
630.854,66
1.471.348,36
2.102.203,02

number

name
87 Robert Moser
26 Lena Schmidt
113
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Data analytics
• Break in serial numbers of accounting records
break starts break ends
number
300.381
300.383
300.408
300.412
300.428
300.432
300.433
300.435
300.438
300.440
327.347
327.349
328.739
328.779
328.914
328.922

1
3
3
1
1
1
39
7
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Data analytics
Benford's law
• Observation about the frequency distribution of leading digits in
many real-life sets of numerical data
• Applies to a wide variety of data sets
• Origin: in logarithm tables the earlier pages (that started with 1)
were much more used than the other pages
• Requirements:
• Consistent base for the data
set (quantity, dimensions, …)
• Data set shows order and not
used for identification (e.g.
telephone numbers)
• Data set has no cap or floor
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Data analytics

•
•
•
•
•

Leading 9 occurs more often than expected
Assumption: figures made up by people do not obey Benford's law
Further investigations are recommended
Fragment the data set
Detailed analysis
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Data analytics
• The use of data analytics in an audit will not replace the need for
the auditor to exercise appropriate professional judgement and
professional skepticism.
• So it is important for the auditor to consider whether the results of
analytics represent inconsistent or contradictory evidence for
which further investigation is necessary.
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Data analytics
Discussion
• Experiences?
• Expectations?
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Thank you for your attention!

Werner Prenner
prenner@contax.at

+ 43 1 516 03
www.contax.at
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